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Abstract
Electricity from renewable energy sources is craving for efficient storage technologies, in particular
solar industry, to enable practical small-scale solutions for residential and offices use. The best
stationary technology is probably the redox flow batteries. This article proposes the direct
conversion of sunlight into electrochemical energy stored in a redox flow battery. A photoelec-
trochemical cell is used to charge a vanadium redox flow cell (CdS(s)|V3+, VO2+||V3+, V2+|Carbon
Felt(s), E0=0.6 VNHE). A CdS thin film photoelectrode is prepared to directly charge the cell, pairs
V3+/VO2+. CdS photoanode exhibits competitive photocurrents, when compared to other photo-
electrochemical devices, and yields enough photovoltage to charge the vanadium battery up to 75%
with no external bias. An overlayer of CdSe improves the performance of CdS with current densities
up to ca. 1.4 mA cm�2. Finally, a tandem configuration is tested using a dye-sensitized solar cell and
a CdS photoanoade creating �1.3 V of photovoltage. This tandem arrangement proves to charge
conventional all vanadium redox cell (DSC/CdS(s)|VO2+, VO2

+||V3+, V2+|Carbon Felt(s), E0=1.2 VNHE)
without external bias.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
016.02.029
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Introduction

The efficient exploitation of renewable energy sources is
the only route for long-term energy supply. However,
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renewable energy is often intermittent, local in nature [1]
and there is an inherent mismatch between production and
consumption. If future goals of fully renewable energy
sources are to be met it is paramount that efficient storage
technologies are developed. Compared to other storage
systems, such as conventional batteries, gravity or
mechanical-based and supercapacitors, that can be used
for the applications requiring moderate energies and high
power densities, chemical fuels combine the advantages
of ease of transportation and high-energy storage densities
[2–4].

For the past two decades, storage in hydrogen through
electrolysis of PV electricity or direct photoelectrochemical
water splitting has been some of the most investigated
technologies for storage of solar energy [5–8]. Much effort
was devoted to fabricate and optimize photoelectrochem-
ical (PEC) cells for water splitting offering the prospect of
clean, dispatchable, abundant, and affordable energy.
However, hydrogen is a very low-density gas requiring
high-end technology for storage and transport. Also, its
production via PEC cells route still presents many unsolved
challenges, in particular low conversion efficiency [9,10].
PEC cells require an abundant semiconductor material with
a band gap energy (Eg) large enough to split water and a
conduction band-edge energy (Ecb) and valence band-edge
energy (Evb) that straddle the electrochemical potentials for
generation of hydrogen (E0

Hþ =H2
) and oxygen (E0

O2=H2O) [9].
This requirement limits the possibilities to a handful of
semiconductor materials. Since the positions of both the
band edges in many semiconductors and E0

Hþ =H2
/E0

O2=H2O shift
with �59 mV per pH unit [2], pH-tuning strategies to match
energy levels are not effective.

In a PEC cell, the photo induced free charge carriers
migrate to a semiconductor/liquid junction reacting with
electroactive species directly at the semiconductor inter-
face. Given the energy efficiency losses at semiconductor/
liquid junctions due to the concentration and kinetic
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of (a) all vanadium solar redox flow ba
the system, including the standard redox reactions.
overpotentials needed to drive the hydrogen and oxygen
evolution reactions, the energy required for photoelectro-
lysis is frequently reported to have values around 2 eV per
electron-hole pair generated [2,11]. Considering the sig-
nificant amount of research in the field for the past two
decades, practical semiconductors solutions that enable
unbiased and efficient single photoelectrode solar water
splitting appear unlikely.

The use of photoeletrodes for converting solar into
electrochemical energy in a redox flow battery (RFB)
arrangement is a disruptive approach that allows an effi-
cient storage of solar energy. Contrary to water splitting,
where oxidation and reduction potentials are unique, in the
case of direct solar charging redox flow batteries it is
potentially possible to find two redox pairs for a selected
photoelectrode, fitting the redox potentials with the semi-
conductor band edges. Moreover, the round trip energy
efficiency using redox pairs for storing electricity is very
high, ca. 85%, compared to hydrogen with round trip energy
efficiencies of 20–50% [12]. The direct solar charging of
redox flow batteries is then viewed as a premium opportu-
nity for the research on photoelectrochemical cells.

Preliminary experiments using a photoelectrode for char-
ging redox pairs have been reported in the 80 s but limited
choice of redox pairs and membrane limitations made the
combined PEC and RFB device unable to efficiently convert
solar into electrochemical storable energy and research in
this topic came to a halt for decades [13,14]. Compared to
PEC water splitting, for solar-RFB there are multiple choices
of the redox couples given a great flexibility for choosing
suitable photoelectrodes. Semiconductors that are unsuita-
ble for water splitting due to thermodynamic potential
mismatch or corrosion may now be used for solar-RFB since
the choice of redox pairs is quasi-unlimited with redox
potentials varying almost continuously [15–17]. Further-
more, most of the charge transfer processes involving redox
couples normally used in RFB have faster kinetics since they
ttery charged with a CdS photoanode and (b) energy diagram of
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rely on single or double electron transfer processes
[15,16,18,19]. Thus, the overall system of solar-RFB is very
likely to be more efficient and the direct conversion of
sunlight into electrochemical energy may potentially be a
cost effective alternative to photovoltaic (PV) charged RFB.
The RFB can receive simultaneously charged electrolytes
from the PEC panels or electricity from the grid or PV panels
and convert it into the chemical energy stored in the
charged electrolytes. Sunlight can be used to heat up the
electrolytes (thermal solar collector) in a cogeneration
arrangement. The heated electrolytes can then heat
exchange with sanitary waters and for thermal comfort,
where for cooler climates a heat pump may be needed –

Figure S1.
While this work was being developed, two different

research groups published work on the solar battery con-
cept. Wu et al. combined a dye sensitized TiO2 photoelec-
trode and a lithium based battery describing the advantages
of having a photoassisted battery charging [20,21]. Despite
the reported advantages, single photoelectrode unassisted
photocharge is highly unlike for the reported system and a
tandem arrangement is most probably not beneficial due to
the photoanode broad absorption spectrum. Moreover, the
energy storage capacity of a lithium based battery is limited
by the size of the battery, making this technology unprac-
tical for very large applications. Liu et al. integrated an all
vanadium redox flow battery (RFB) with a TiO2 photoelec-
trode with high Faradaic efficiencies [22,23]. RFBs are easily
scalable, display high round trip efficiencies, long lifetimes
and acceptable costs for large-scale electrical energy
storage, when compared with lithium-based batteries
[15,16,24]. The charging measurements of the all vanadium
RFB, by Liu et al. were conducted with discharged batteries
and a voltage gain of less than 0.05 V is reported [23].
Contrarily to solar water splitting, where the redox poten-
tials of the chemical species in solution are constant during
electrochemical reactions (not accounting small pH
changes), in RFB an intrinsic electrochemical potential
variation is observed governed by the Nernst equation
[25]. The battery was charged up to 5% state of charge
(SOC); beyond this point more potential is required from the
photoanode to charge the battery, which the authors have
not demonstrated to be possible with the proposed photo-
electrode. Moreover, a TiO2 photoelectrode, which has a
wide band gap, can only absorb a small part of the solar
spectrum, making TiO2 based devices energy inefficient.

Figure 1a is a schematic representation of the proposed
solar RFB that consists in a cadmium sulfide (CdS) semi-
conductor electrode placed at the negative (photoanode)
side of a RFB. The photogenerated electron/hole pairs
conduct the necessary redox reactions to charge the battery
whereas the charged electrolytes are stored in two external
tanks. Given that the photoelectrode provides enough
voltage to charge the battery, direct charge can be con-
ducted in a stand-alone device (with no external bias
needed). The vanadium electrolytes were selected not only
for their good kinetics or reversibility, but also for energy fit
with the CdS band gap positioning – Figure 1b. In this work,
for the first time, it is demonstrated that the solar RFB, CdS
(s)|V3+, VO2+||V3+, V2+|Carbon Felt(s), E0=0.6 VNHE, can be
charged up to 75% SOC without any external bias with
photocurrents of ca. 1.4 mA cm�2. This was possible due to
a good match between selected electrolyte and semicon-
ductor. In this work it is intended to prove the possibility to
achieve easily unbiased charging of a RFB. In the future
other electrolyte/semiconductor combinations can be used
to achieve higher efficiencies and energy densities. With the
current developments in RFB technology [16,19,26,27] an
even larger range of electrolytes could be available for
energy fine-tuning between photo absorber and redox pairs.

Materials and methods

Substrate preparation

Conducting fluorine doped tin oxide (F:SnO2) glass was used
as substrate (Solaronix TCO22-7). FTO-glass was cut into
1� 3 cm2 pieces and then cleaned by sonication sequen-
tially in soapy water (15 min), acetone (15 min), ethanol
(15 min), and finally in distilled water (15 min).

To obtain reproducible high quality samples, the FTO
substrate was delimited with an epoxy resin resistant to high
temperatures (Araldites Super Strength). The active area was
measured from photographs of the samples with image
analysis software [28], and found to be 0.94 cm270.37 cm2.

CdS thin film fabrication

CdS thin films can be prepared by different methods; here
electrodeposition [29] has been chosen because the mor-
phology and nanoparticle size of the films can be easily
controlled by e.g. pH, temperature and deposition potential
[30–32].

The chosen electrodeposition conditions of the CdS thin
films were based on previous reports [33,34] and optimized
for the present system. Briefly, CdS thin films were depos-
ited in a plating bath containing 2 mM CdSO4 (99%, Sigma-
Aldrich) and 100 mM Na2S2O3 (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), with pH
adjusted to 2.5 using 2 M H2SO4 (95–97% Fluka). The bath
was kept at 40 1C with stirring throughout the deposition. A
three-electrode configuration cell with a ZENNIUM (Zahner
Elektrik, Germany) electrochemical workstation was used at
a constant potential of �0.8 V for 2 h for most of the
samples. The counter-electrode was a 99.9% pure platinum
wire (Alfa Aesar, Germany) and the reference electrode was
Ag/AgCl/Sat.KCl (Metrohm, Switzerland). After electrode-
position the samples were annealed at 450 1C for 30 min, in
ambient atmosphere, under forced air flux. The films had a
thickness of ca. 200 nm.

Under and overlayers deposition

Different configurations were tested in order to improve the
performance of the CdS photoelectrodes. Layers of n-type
semiconductors were deposited on top of CdS or directly on
FTO such as TiO2 and CdSe. Epoxy resin or Teflons tape was
used to cover any exposed FTO substrate and delimit the
active area.

Cadmium selenide (CdSe) was electrodeposited from a
2 mM aqueous solution of SeO2 (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) in
20 mM CdSO4, at pH=2. Galvanostatic deposition was done
with 1 mA cm�2 at 30 1C using the same three electrode
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configuration as described above. The deposition time was
adjusted to 400 s to give a 200 nm thick film.

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) overlayer films were deposited
using atomic layer deposition (Beneq TFS 200) at a substrate
temperature of 225 1C using titanium isopropoxide (99.99%,
Aldrich), at a precursor temperature of 45 1C, and water at
room temperature. TiO2 was deposited in pulse mode under
a nitrogen flow of 0.250 LSTP min�1, with a pulse length of
1 s and a purge time of 5 s for TiO2 and a pulse length of 1 s
and a purge time of 3 s for water. The growth per cycle of
TiO2 corresponded to 0.58 Å cycle�1 at 225 1C. The samples
were annealed at 500 1C for 15 min.

Underlayer of porous TiO2 (denoted as TiO2 paste) was
deposited by doctor blade of a TiO2 paste (Ti-Nanoxide T/SP
from Solaronix) followed by drying at 80 1C for 20 min. The
samples were annealed at 500 1C for 15 min. The thickness
was approximately 5 μm.

Crystalline structure of underlayers and overlayers was
checked by X-ray diffraction and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy as described in Section 2.4.

Thin Film Characterization

The morphology and surface topography of the films was
characterized using a high-resolution scanning electron
microscope (FEI Quanta 400 FEG ESEM) with a through-
the-lens detector for secondary electrons. The acceleration
voltage was 15 keV while an in-lens detector was employed
with a working distance of about 10 mm. Cross-sectional
images were acquired from freshly cleaved samples. The
compositions of as-obtained thin films were studied by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDAX Genesis X4M).

The crystalline structure of the samples was analyzed by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) in a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 diffract-
ometer in the θ�2θ geometry using the Cu-Kα line with
wavelength λ=1.540593 Å. The spectra were acquired by
moving the detector between 2θ=201 and 2θ=601 at a scan
rate of 0.6 deg min�1 with a step width of 0.021. The
spectra peaks were fitted with Lorentzian functions to
determine the average grain size according to Scherer
equation, as described elsewhere [33]. Reflection patterns
were matched literature values [29].

UV–vis spectra were obtained on a Shimatzu UV-3600 UV–
vis-NIR spectrophotometer, equipped with a 150 mm inte-
grating sphere and using BaSO4 as 100% reflectance stan-
dard. A quartz cuvette with path length of 1 cm was used
for electrolyte absorption measurements.

Preparation of vanadium solutions

Vanadium electrolyte solution (AMG-GfE GmbH) containing
1.6 M vanadium in 2 M H2SO4 was used. The vanadium
species were separated in V3+ and VO2+ using a flow cell
at constant potential 1 V (see Eq. (1)), until a clear blue
solution was observed on the cathode side and a dark green
solution on the anode side, which indicates a good separa-
tion of both species. Prior to any test, the initial solutions
were screened in the UV–vis-NIR spectrophotometer to
check the complete separation of V3+ and VO2+. The
obtained solutions were then diluted to 0.4 M using 2 M
H2SO4.
Flow cell construction and cycling analysis

The flow cell used had 25 cm2 active membrane area and a
thickness of 3 mm. The RFB was assembled in a flow-through
configuration. A Nafion™ NM 117 (Quintech) membrane served
as the separator. High surface area carbon felt electrodes were
used (Sigratherms GFA5 from SGL Technologies GmbH) with
an uncompressed thickness of 6 mm and a specific weight of
500 g m�2. The carbon felt was heat-treated at 350 1C for 7 h,
in oxygen atmosphere, prior testing for activation. The current
collectors were graphite bipolar plates (Sigracets TF6 from
SGL). Contacts to the current collectors were made with
nickel-coated copper plates. Battery cycling studies were
carried out with a ZENNIUM workstation in a two-electrode
configuration. Charge–discharge cycles were recorded galva-
nostatically, with battery at 0% SOC. All cycling measurements
were conducted at current densities of 1 mA cm�2. Further, all
experiments were performed at room temperature with no
active temperature control. Watson Marlow 323 pumps were
used to maintain an electrolyte flow rate of 20 mL min�1

during cycling measurements. Both reservoirs were argon
purged before testing to minimize oxidation of the vanadium
species. Charge/discharge cycles of Carbon Felt(s)|V3+, VO2+||
V3+, V2+|Carbon Felt(s), Eo=0.6 VNHE are represented – Figure
S2.
Solar battery characterization

The photoelectrochemical cell used in the present study is
based on previous design [36], and shown in Figure S3. The
distance between membrane and each photoelectrode was
1 cm and a Nafion™ NM 117 membrane served as separator.
The photoelectrodes were placed as close as possible
(�1 mm) from the transparent window to minimize the
light absorption from the electrolytes. The carbon felt
counter-electrode was bonded to the graphite current
collector plate with a carbonized resorcinol resin and no
compression is thus needed for obtaining a good electrical
contact. The carbonization/pyrolysis process is described
elsewhere [37].

For measurements at different SOC, the electrolytes were
charged using an electrochemical cell equipped with two carbon
felt electrodes. For example, for a standard all vanadium
battery, comprising of initial redox species V3+ and VO2+

(Carbon Felt(s)|VO2+, VO2
+||V3+, V2+|Carbon Felt(s)), the bat-

tery was charged up to 1.2 V until a small current was observed
(corresponding to 20% SOC according to Nernst equation-Figure
S4) and the electrolyte absorption spectra were measured.
Using Beer–Lambert law [38], the concentration of the vana-
dium species with different oxidation states was estimated and
the experimental SOC computed. Given the high concentration
of vanadium ions in solution, the electrolyte samples were
diluted before determining the absorption.

The current-potential characteristic curves were
recorded by linearly sweeping the potential using a ZEN-
NIUM workstation. The measurements were performed in
the dark and under simulated sunlight (Newport solar
simulator, 150 W Xe lamp, AM 1.5 G, 1000 W m�2) at a scan
rate of 10 mV s�1 in a two-electrode configuration. The
light beam was calibrated with a c-Si photodiode. For
stability measurements, no external bias was applied and
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the photocurrent response was recorded over time. No
hydrogen or oxygen bubbles were observed during the
experiments.

Tandem system

To test a tandem configuration of a CdS photoanode with a
dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC), a DSC was fabricated as
described elsewhere [39]. Briefly, cleaned FTO glasses were
immersed in a 40 mM TiCl4 (99.9% Sigma-Aldrich) aqueous
solution at 70 1C, for 20 min. Then, the samples were
coated with porous TiO2 layer by screen printing a commer-
cial TiO2 paste (Tiscreen printi from Solaronix), followed by
drying at 80 1C for 20 min. Finally, the samples were
annealed at 500 1C for 15 min in an infrared electrical oven
(Nabertherm Gmbh model GF75). After, samples were again
treated with 40 mM TiCl4 aqueous solution and annealed at
500 1C for 15 min. The counter electrodes were made from
the same cleaned FTO glass, after being drilled with two
holes of 1 mm diameter. A commercial platinum based paste
(Platisol T/SP from Solaronixs) was applied on the glass
substrate by screen-printing followed by annealing at 400 1C
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for 15 min. Both electrodes were then sealed using a laser
assisted glass frit method. Dye (1 mM N719 dye solution) was
recirculated for 10 h, electrolyte was inserted in the cell
(Iodolyte Z-150 from Solaronix) and the holes sealed using a
glass lamella glued to the substrate using a thermo-plastic
sealant (Surlyns, DuPont). In order to insert the DSC inside
the electrolyte, the entire cell edge was protected with
epoxy resin resistant to high temperatures (Pattex Nural
22). The DSC was placed in the back of the photoanode,
with which was connected in series using an electrical wire.
The characteristic curves were obtained for both stand-
alone DSC and tandem system.

Results and discussion

Electrodeposited CdS films were 200 nm thick, compact and
homogeneous (Figure 2a). The surface morphology of the
samples is nanostructured with cauliflower-like features as
small as 50 nm (Figure 2b). Depending on the deposition
potential, different morphologies were obtained (Figure S5)
and the cauliflower-like nanostructured surface was
obtained with a deposition potential of �0.8 V. The
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increased roughness is associated with a better photoactiv-
ity of the photoanode [40] and in tests this cauliflower-like
nanostructure yielded the best photocurrent performance.
The films revealed good adhesion to the FTO glass, impera-
tive for a good electrical performance.

The CdS layer was characterized by X-ray diffraction-
Figure 2c; literature values are shown as reference – Table
S1 [29]. Each peak was fitted with a Lorentzian function to
assess the grain size using Scherer’s equation [35]. The fit
and difference to measured curves are plotted to verify the
quality of the fitting. XRD spectra of CdS films indicate a
nanocrystalline size of about 10 nm. Given the small thick-
ness of the samples, the underlying FTO peaks are also
visible and are identified in the spectra.

UV–vis spectrophotometry, shown in Figure 2d, was
performed to investigate the optical absorption of the films
in the range of 200–800 nm. It can be observed that these
films exhibit very good light absorption below 500 nm and it
transmits most of the light in the 600–800 nm range.

The selected electrolyte for the solar RFB were vanadium
aqueous solutions:

V3þ þH2O-VO2þ þ e� þ2Hþ E0
ox ¼ �0:337VNHE ð1Þ

V3þ þ e�-V2þ E0
red ¼ �0:255VNHE ð2Þ

This configuration is named V3/V3 from now on. These
vanadium species exhibit a standard cell potential of
E0=0.6 VNHE (Figure S4). Also, V3+/V2+ redox pair is pH
independent (Figure S6) offering the possibility to adjust
the open circuit voltage (OCV) changing the electrolyte pH
up to 2 for better band energy tuning; above this pH some
vanadium species may start precipitating. In this work, pH
was set to 0 to avoid precipitation and maximize energy
density, at the expense of system stability. The OCV was
experimentally measured using a carbon-felt electrode on
cathode and anode sides, at different SOC values; it was
done by applying a constant potential until a small residual
current was observed.

Under AM 1.5 illumination, the as-deposited bare CdS
produced an unbiased photocurrent as high as 0.47 mA
cm�2 in a nitrogen-purged 0.4 M V3+ electrolyte in 2 M
H2SO4, for completely discharged V3/V3 cell-Figure 3; data
shown are from top performing batches. The dark current
was negligible up to 0.2 V. Preliminary experiments with a
1.6 M vanadium solution presented smaller photocurrent (�
0.3 mA cm�2) attributed to the electrolyte darker color.
The photocurrent onset is at �0.73 V-sufficient to charge
the battery up to 90% SOC without external bias, according
to Nernst equation (Figure S4).

To confirm the possibility of unbiased charging battery,
photocurrent characteristic curves were obtained at differ-
ent SOCs (Figure 4a). Given the high concentration of
vanadium ions in solution, the redox reactions kinetics
remained mostly the same across the different SOC, and
small differences in fill factors and plateau photocurrents
are attributed to sample-to-sample variation. Only after
75% SOC a decrease in photocurrent is observed which was
attributed to a depletion of V3+ ions at the surface of the
photoelectrode and counter-electrode. A shift in the onset
is observed as the battery charges. This shift fits perfectly
with the Nernst equation: as the battery charges a built in
chemical potential is created which requires more voltage
to charge the battery further. For this reason, an initial low
onset is required to charge the battery to high SOC.

The charging state of the battery was assessed by spectro-
photometry. A fully charged and discharged electrolyte sample
was analyzed and the absorption spectra were according to
literature: V3+ showed absorption peaks at 400 nm and 600 nm
and VO2+ solution at 760 nm, Figure 4b. Starting from a
complete discharged state, the battery was charged during
equal time intervals at 0 V bias, under continuous 1.5 AM
illumination, using several CdS samples. Absorption spectra of
the anolyte were taken at each interval and a clear change
from V3+ to VO2+ is observed over time.

The charging was confirmed from the absorption data
assuming a linear relationship between concentration and
the 760 nm absorption peak of VO2+ [38]. From Lambert–
Beer law, using 18.46 as VO2+ molar absorptivity at 760 nm,
the produced amount of VO2+ was estimated. After passing
�0.6 C through the photoanode under continuous illumina-
tion, an amount of 0.13 mM of VO2+ was computed (total
electrolyte volume of 14 ml). A conversion rate of�0.1 mM
h�1 for VO2+ was estimated.

To improve performance it was attempted to coat the
photoelectrode with an overlayer. Here it is important that
it has a staggered type-II band offset when interfaced with
CdS. This ensures that charge carriers are injected in the
correct direction for the desired reactions i.e. holes to the
electrolyte and electrons to the counter electrode. This is
the case of some n-type semiconductors with sufficiently
low conduction band edge. Secondly, the layer should have
a catalytic activity that promotes the charging reaction (Eq.
(1)). Finally, no corrosive side reactions should occur at
potentials within the bandgap potential range or at least
have sufficiently low corrosion kinetics. Among n-type
semiconductors CdSe and TiO2 meets these criteria and
were selected to be tested.

Table 1 summarizes the PEC response produced by the
two protected photoelectrodes. The maximum photocurrent
corresponds to the photocurrent density at 0 V during the
linear sweep voltammetry, corrected by the dark current.
The stability was assessed over 5 min with
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chronoamperometric measurements at 0 V and chopped light.
The final photocurrent density (J) was compared with the
initial photocurrent density (J0).

TiO2 is a well-tested material as a protective layer for
other semiconductors [5,41,42], as well as for CdS [43]. It is
stable in a wide range of pH values in aqueous environments
and it can be deposited in a conformal and dense layer by
atomic layer deposition. Despite previous reports using TiO2

as protective layer of CdS, the low Evb of TiO2 (Figure S7)
imposes an undesired potential step for holes diffusion to
the electrolyte, thus a resistive behavior is observed. In an
attempt to reduce the resistive behavior, very thin layers of
TiO2 (5 nm) were tested, however, without improved per-
formance (results not shown).

CdSe, on the other hand, creates a favorable potential
step when in contact with CdS [44]. In fact, CdS/CdSe
structure is widely studied [29,45–47]. With a band gap of
1.7 eV, good conductivity and light absorption, CdSe has
been studied for improving both CdS onset potential and
photocurrent. Also, anodic decomposition potential [48] lies
below the vanadium oxidation potential implying that CdSe
should be more stable than CdS in vanadium electrolytes
[29,44,45].

The optimized CdS/CdSe photoelectrode showed an onset
at �0.67 V and a photocurrent of 1.4 mA cm�2 at 0 V bias
(Figure 5). CdSe protected samples displayed better stabi-
lities (up to 5 min); but given the extreme pH conditions this
still needs to be improved. A stable device can be achieved
using sacrificial reagents [49] in the electrolyte but it is not
the scope of this work, which solely intends to demonstrate
the charge of the vanadium battery with no bias.

The open circuit potential of a RFB is directly related to
the energy density it can provide. Open circuit potentials
depend on different parameters according to Nernst equa-
tion but the standard redox potential is the predominant
factor. Most of the commercial redox flow batteries have
open circuit potentials over 1 V. The tested photoelectrodes
provide insufficient photopotential to charge such a RFB
without external bias. The necessary extra voltage can be
obtained with a tandem system, placing a PV cell aligned
with the photoelectrode [50–52]. The PV cell in front of the
photoanode generates an extra bias that is added to the
photovoltage of the photoelectrode, provided that enough
light reaches the photoanode through the PV cell. A
schematic representation of the proposed system is given
in Figure 6a. The selected PV technology was a dye
sensitized solar cell since it can be made semi-transparent
and it is fabricated from low cost and environmentally safe
components. The semiconductor samples with lower onset
potential were selected, in this case CdS.

As a higher energy density battery the following electro-
lytes were selected (named V3/V4 from now on):

VO2þ þH2O-VOþ
2 þe� þ2Hþ E0

ox ¼ �0:991VNHE

ð3Þ

V3þ þe�-V2þ E0
red ¼ �0:255VNHE ð4Þ

The DSC cell used had 4 cm2 active area with an open
circuit potential of 0.66 V, a short circuit current of E2.7
mA cm�2 and a fill factor of 41% – see Figure S8a; a CdS
photoanode matching the useful area of the DSC, 4 cm2, was
prepared. The low current density of the DSC cell was
attributed to the thin, semitransparent, photoelectrode
while the low fill factor was assigned to the large active
area that promotes recombination [39]. The selected dye
was N719 (Solaronix), which gives a reddish color to the DSC
and high absorption across the visible range.

Given that the DSC has the widest absorption range –

Figures 2d and S8b – The DSC was placed on the backside
of the photoanode. This configuration originated higher
photocurrents, in the range of 1 mA cm�2 and photopoten-
tials ca. 1.3 V (Figure 6b); a SOC of 70% could be achieved.



Table 1 Summary of PEC performance for the different ALD layers investigated.

Sample ID Anode/Cathode Configuration J at 0 V (mA cm�2) J/J0 after 5 min at 0 V (%)

1 Anode 200 nm CdS 0.47 46
2 Anode 200 nm CdS/200 nm CdSe 1.40 86
3 Anode 200 nm CdS/200 nm CdSea 0.66 42
4 Anode TiO2

b/ 200 nm CdS/200 nm CdSe 0.12 63
5 Cathode 200 nm CdS/200 nm CdSe/100 nm TiO2

c �1.9 47
6 Anode 200 nm CdS/200 nm CdSe/100 nm TiO2

c 0.4 26

aBack illumination.
bDeposited from TiO2 paste.
cDeposited using atomic layer deposition.
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Figure 5 Photocurrent–photovoltage characteristics of the
best CdS/CdSe sample. Inset shows stability.

Figure 6 (a) Schematic representation of a tandem device
comprising a DSC and a CdS photoanode to charge a vanadium
RFB; (b) Photocurrent–photovoltage characteristics of a tandem
system composed by CdS(s)/DSC|VO2+, VO2

+||V3+, V2+

|Carbon Felt(s).
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Conclusions

In this work we demonstrated the possibility of storing solar
energy in a simple way using a vanadium redox flow battery
(RFB) and a CdS photoanode; unbiased charged of a solar-
RFB (CdS(s)|V3+, VO2+||V3+, V2+|Carbon Felt(s), E0=0.6
VNHE) was achieved. A good semiconductor/electrolyte
match was achieved allowing the unbiased solar charge of
a RFB up to high state of charge (SOC). CdSe protective over
layer had a twofold increase with photocurrents up to
1.4 mA cm�2 with no external bias. A tandem system
battery using a dye-sensitized solar cell was also studied
to provide necessary photovoltage to charge a standard all
vanadium redox flow (DSC/CdS(s)|VO2+, VO2

+||V3+, V2+|
Carbon Felt(s), E0=1.2 VNHE); in this configuration, the
observed photocurrent was 1 mA cm�2.

Given the acidic nature of the electrolytes (pHE0), the
photoanodes are still limited by their long-term stability. To
improve further the performance of the proposed solar-RFB
system, the CdS/CdSe junction should be further optimized
to produce more reproducible photoelectrodes displaying
higher photopotentials, currents and stability. Another
option is reduced graphene oxide, that have been proven
useful in minimizing CdS photocorrosion [53]. It is antici-
pated that new approaches will be proposed and photo-
electrodes able to delivery higher current densities and
photopotentials will be soon available. For example, organic
alkaline electrolytes are currently being tested that allow
the use of stable semiconductors such as hematite.
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